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Abstract
This paper builds upon a recent corpus of popular science that has elevated previously unsung 
members of the biosphere—“worts.” It argues that the corpus constitutes a new natural theology, 
a search for meaning in the biosphere, and suggests a theological underpinning to what its authors 
intuit: that worts give meaning. To do this, the paper draws on Eduardo Kohn’s How Forests Think 
(2013) and its examination of meaning as a ubiquitous feature of the multispecies ecosystem. 
Following on from Kohn, two key arguments are made. First, Kohn’s posthuman anthropology 
is compatible with a Thomist treatment of organisms in terms of their distinct, life-orientated 
telos. Second, the current context of potential human extinction puts a life-orientated telos in 
a new light, reviving the validity of teleological thinking. Sharing the fate of nonhuman subjects, 
rather than treating them as scientific objects, authors and readers of the new natural theology 
find meaning among worts.

Keywords
meaning, natural theology, semiotics, teleology, mass extinction, Eduardo Kohn, Thomas 
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Introduction

Although it did not exist in the beginning of the biblical time-narrative, the wort has been 
in place since the post-Roman European era: a “plant used as a source of food or for 
medicinal purposes.”1 Today rendered via the Romance herbs, which are leaves, the 
original worts could also be roots—the plant stock and the etymology wort/root are as 
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one. Although these inhabitants of old Europe might be cultivated (they grew in old 
Dutch, English, Germanic, and Icelandic soils), they also sprang up wild, sniffed out and 
grubbed up by hungry and ailing humans—worted up, as truffles by a pig. In this pre-
Tyndallian life-scape, hunger and malady made meaning out of the very ground. The 
wort had worth, the power of becoming for flesh.

The word, at this time, was also the wort.2 But by the time the former had transitioned 
to its modern spelling, the botanical wort sounded weird. Herbs and roots were for potions: 
species of wortcunning, as one Victorian collection of medieval recipes put it.3 St. John’s 
wort brought rest; milkwort strengthened cattle; and quinsywort healed that most painful 
of conditions. Growing, figuratively, in the dark places were bloodwort, staggerwort, and 
barrenwort. Tangled in their etymological roots, even the good worts were suspect.

This paper takes the wort—as any wild, farmed, or feral organism that speaks to 
humans—seriously. Attending to the wort alongside anthropologist Eduardo Kohn 
allows us to see its communication of meaning as a general feature of the multispecies 
ecosystem, within which conscious, human referentiality is just one parochial example. 
By setting Kohn’s analysis alongside that of Aquinas, we see moreover that these multi-
species meanings, in their very decentering from human exceptionalism, can yield the 
kind of capital-M Meaning for which the readers of popular science seek. As a thing, if 
not as a word, the wort really was there from the beginning, the first days of human life: 
knitting us deeper into the world, and making our entanglement meaning-full.

In its first section, the paper delineates and characterizes the corpus of wort-filled 
texts (books and films) that constitute the recent wave of new natural theology. Its organ-
isms of interest are characterized as lying outside of the usual modern scientific and theo-
logical bestiaries and botanies, its key phenomena as networks and symbioses. 
Meanwhile, the corpus’s nonscientistic methods of knowing are shown to be congruent 
with those phenomena, being non-hierarchical and collective in nature. Its epistemolo-
gies disrupt the subject/object binaries that define both modern science and conventional 
natural theology. The spiritual nature of these texts is also highlighted, their basis very 
often resting in Indigenous ways of knowing and being in the world.

The paper moves in its second section to a brief review of natural theology, to better 
position its wort-filled corpus. What distinguishes the new natural theology from previ-
ous (and some contemporary) versions is its nontranscendent orientation. In this sense, it 
is unlike both scientism and conventional theology, pointing up the common commit-
ment to transcendence of both these fields even as it moves beyond it. Rather than posi-
tioning the new natural theology as direct antithesis to an epistemology of transcendence, 
the concept of an immersive ontology is introduced as an alternative.

In its final and most substantive section, the paper examines the distinctiveness of the 
new natural theology, using the work of anthropologist Eduardo Kohn to provide a 
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sympathetic account of how its meaning-making works. Kohn’s pivoting of meaning on 
the perpetuation of life is shown to be compatible with Aquinas’ teleological account of 
nonhuman animals. The prospect of mass extinction is discussed as the prompt that ena-
bles the recovery (among Western traditions) of teleology as a legitimate frame for natu-
ral theology, and perhaps for science.

A final introductory word on what this paper is and is not; it may be objected that in 
attempting to highlight a new natural theology, this paper has stretched the meaning of 
theology beyond even the traditionally capacious tolerance of Anglicanism. My license 
to treat it as such comes from the allied fields of science and technology studies (STS) 
and the history of science. The corpus of primary literature under discussion here occu-
pies much of the same publishing niche as did the panoply of nineteenth-century books 
about nature written from Christian and Christian-adjacent perspectives.4 If we accept 
the Victorians’ search for meaning in these books as being natural theological,5 then in a 
historical or functional sense, we may regard the worts as a continuation of the same. 
Conventional natural theology, as an enterprise that attempts to provide rational ground-
ing for theistic belief, has squeezed out these and other efforts (historical and contempo-
rary) to meditate on and mediate nature within a theological horizon.

Theologically, this paper’s trajectory may also suggest that the insights of Kohn and 
others encourage a theology of nature as distinct from, though related to, the theology of 
creation more frequently addressed in eco-theology.6 Readers will know that many of the 
themes of this paper—extinction, epistemic non-dualism, and posthumanism—are also 
addressed in this burgeoning field. It is beyond the scope of this paper to engage with these 
often-brilliant attempts to build a robust and responsible theology that responds to the 
needs of our era.7 Nor does this paper dwell on the contentious topics of pantheism and 
panentheism implicit in a “theology of nature.” Instead, the paper might be understood to 
treat theology as a source of meaning generative of awe and sacrificial commitment, as 
well as ontologically sufficient for trust in the face of our existential and intellectual 
limitations.

The corpus of new natural theology

Over the past few years, there has been a growth in natural-historical and scientific books 
and films about what might be called the “kingdoms with no day,” that is to say, domains 
of organism that do not explicitly feature in the story of six-day creation. These are 
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organisms that have historically been overlooked by science and popular representation 
alike, the least in the kingdom(s) of nature. They are not plants or animals as we ordinar-
ily think of them; not lions, eagles, or dinosaurs, but mosses, fungi, lichens, and protists 
(early nucleated organisms). Notable examples of books constituting this trend include 
Robin Wall Kimmerer’s botanical narrative Braiding Sweetgrass (2013), Peter 
Wohlleben’s The Hidden Life of Trees (2017), Merlin Sheldrake’s fungal adventure 
Entangled Life (2020), and Suzanne Simard’s Finding the Mother Tree (2021).8 In terms 
of films, one might point to the documentaries Fantastic Fungi (2019) and My Octopus 
Teacher (2020).9 A similar trend is afoot in the world of museums and galleries; in 2022, 
the science-based Wellcome Collection presented the show Rooted Beings.10 Among the 
bona fide animals that do feature in the corpus, previously alien cephalopods (least-
human-most-intelligent) have become eminently narratable.11 Plants feature more 
strongly in this new natural history than in the past century, and although these do con-
stitute a kingdom with a named day, they are traditionally placed lower down the scala 
naturae, the ladder of created perfection. They are even excluded from Aquinas’ typol-
ogy of creation; the theologian glosses Genesis 1:11 as a description of their potential 
rather than their actual creation.12 More to the point, when trees are the subject of the new 
natural history, it is more often than not their underground, mycorrhizal (fungal) com-
munication networks that are the real subject of interest.13

The organisms at the heart of these texts share a pool of characteristics that are of 
particular interest to the writers and filmmakers concerned. They exhibit symbiosis and 
participate in networks that share information and resources among multispecies com-
munities. Collectively, they suggest a less competitive and less hierarchical model for the 
emergence and continuation of life on earth than post-Darwinian narratives have sug-
gested. In turn, they enroll their human readers into the possibilities of such modes of 
life—into participation in a symbiotic and flourishing web of meaning. The means of this 
enrollment is an eschewal of objective science, from nineteenth- and twentieth-century 
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models of scientific epistemology, and a pursuit of knowledge instead as a multi-subjec-
tive conversation—dialog with fellow organisms.

Such a dialogical method for the pursuit of knowledge contrasts with that of ortho-
dox science. For the past couple of centuries, the so-called “scientific method” has 
been a process of objectification.14 Within the disciplines adjacent to natural history, 
the scientific method was characterized by a scientist capturing and recording nature, 
turning it into an object of study. The scientist goes out with his (or occasionally her) 
butterfly net, bags a specimen, pins it to a sheet, and trades the information with other 
collectors around the world to make biological knowledge.15 The new natural theologi-
cal texts reject the myth of objectivity that accompanies such conventional science. 
Jeremy Lent’s Web of Meaning is one of many new natural theological texts that give 
prominence to systems-theory, the non-reductive view of nature that ultimately entan-
gles the researcher him or herself with their objects of study. “Deep down, we are part 
of the same web of life that we’re studying [. . .] In place of cold objectivity, an 
engaged approach to the universe invites feelings of awe and reverence. [. . .] These 
realms of participatory engagement form the intersection points between science and 
spirituality.”16 “We are kin,” says scientist Araceli Camargo. “All living beings which 
inhabit this earth are contained within nature [. . .] There is no divide or hierarchy 
between us [. . .].”17

New natural theological authors and directors, then, present themselves as learning 
not about but from nature. Rooted Beings invited its audiences to “reimagin[e] our rela-
tionship with plants, and what we might learn from them”;18 “to embark on a meditative 
reflection on the world of plants and fungi” and consider “what we might learn from 
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plant.”19 The title My Octopus Teacher puts this relationship most succinctly: the film-
maker learns from the cephalopod, rather than communicating knowledge about it. 
Sheldrake opens his book with an acknowledgment of thanks, not to his professors or 
teachers, but “to the fungi from which I have learned.”20 Michael Pollan writes about the 
plant extract caffeine while in withdrawal from its molecular entanglements and (like 
Sheldrake) consumes his hallucinatory, fungal subjects so that they may inscribe them-
selves directly upon his neurons.21

Other books within the corpus present less far-out examples of and arguments for 
engaging with nature. In one of her videos, Kimmerer asks viewers to learn from mosses 
and their simple, undemanding lifestyle. Authors routinely cite the extensive research 
showing how time spent among trees or other “natural” landscapes improves wellbe-
ing.22 Forestry expert Peter Wohlleben speculates that in an ancient forest, “most mes-
sages exchanged between trees are contented ones,” and that on some level, we are able 
to register these calming and health-promoting communications when we walk among 
them.23 Richard Louv coins “nature deficit disorder” as a tag for thinking about the 
alienation that many of us experience, arguing that it powers a vicious circle: what we do 
not experience, we cannot love, and so fail to protect—thus creating a planet that is ever 
more miserable for humans to inhabit.24 Cognitive neuroscientist Camargo writes, 
“Health is an ecological phenomenon. [. . .] If we want human health to flourish, we 
must start by allowing our Planet to heal.”25 This recent crop of science writing, then, 
describes a nature that knits us into its being and so enables wiser and more fulfilled 
modes of life—an outcome that is often presented explicitly as spiritual in nature. The 
desire to learn from, rather than about, nature, speaks, first, of a recognition that science 
has too often been an agent of destruction and imperialism and, second, of a desire to find 
a means of meaning-making that is gentler and wiser.

The notion that Indigenous knowledge is a complement or even corrective to enlight-
enment science also features prominently in these texts. Academic botanist Robin Wall 
Kimmerer puts the epistemology of her day job—scientific method—in a minority posi-
tion by flagging two other ways of knowing in her book’s subtitle, Indigenous Wisdom, 
Scientific Knowledge and the Teachings of Plants.26 For Kimmerer, the teachings of 
plants are interwoven with her insights as a member of the Citizen Potawatomi Nation. 
Sometimes she uses science to vindicate this latter knowledge, writing of plant commu-
nication: “[t]here is now compelling evidence that our elders were right [about this 
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topic].”27 Elsewhere, however, she reflects that her role as scientific teacher is simply to 
“lead [students] into the presence and ready them to hear”—that is, to enable them to 
“become indigenous.”28

Kimmerer’s success and influence is evident in the recent Wellcome Collection exhi-
bition Rooted Beings.29 The show’s rubric emphasized how Western scientists have 
appropriated Indigenous knowledge about plants; “Colonial Violence and Indigenous 
Knowledge” forms one of the show’s three themes.30 Patricia Domínguez’s Vegetal 
Matrix (2021) formed a major set piece for the show as a whole, an assemblage of 
Mesoamerican-futurist altars for various plants which attempt, perhaps, to provoke 
London viewers to imaginatively resituate themselves as Indigenous plant companions. 
Lent’s book The Web of Meaning, covering many of the usual natural phenomena of 
symbiosis and networks, is perhaps the most explicitly spiritual account of these new 
modes of science: “It’s a worldview that links together scientific findings in recent dec-
ades . . . showing how they affirm profound insights from the world’s great wisdom 
traditions, such as Buddhism, Taoism and . . . Indigenous peoples around the world.”31 
Recent studies in STS coincide with popular literature in affirming the implicitly unified 
nature of Indigenous knowledge, inextricably “scientific” and “spiritual.”32 Indigenous 
epistemologies also tend not to separate the knowing subject from the known world. For 
members of the Nehiyawak (Plains Cree nation), “knowledge and the knower are inti-
mately interconnected”; “the phrase ‘coming to know’ means that a Nehiyaw (Cree per-
son) is on a quest to become wiser in living properly in their community and in nature.”33 
The networked, symbiotic creatures of the new natural theology sit perfectly within a 
way of knowing the world that is in itself non-hierarchical and collective, increasingly 
tagged as Indigenous.

The new natural theology has found great success, suggesting that it speaks meaning-
fully to a public that is—to cite an often-made observation—decreasingly religious yet 
increasingly hungry for spirituality. Merlin Sheldrake’s book has even been awarded the 
Royal Society prize for best popular science title, suggesting that in some quarters, at 
least scientists too have an appetite for such new engagements and entanglements with 
nature. Such spirituality is not, in the context of ecological catastrophe, a mere matter of 
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fancy, but a recognition that a new way of knowing is needed in order to maximize 
chances of survival. Faced with the possibility of human extinction, meaning becomes a 
newly urgent quest. How and why should we live, in a world that is—possibly, 
demonstrably—ending?

Defining natural theology, old and new

Before we talk about this popular science corpus as a new natural theology, we need to 
define what is meant by the latter: its methods and its purposes.34 Coined in English in 1622, 
the term made early-modern sense of a trend stretching farther back in time. In its Christian 
historical context, natural theology originated in the medieval tradition that nature is a book 
sitting alongside the book of revelation constituted by canonical scripture.35 A second and 
closely related sense of natural theology followed on from this mirrored identification of 
nature and scripture, constituting a moral impetus to study nature.36 If God had written it, it 
behooved humanity to read it. Yet a third sense followed from this, namely, an epistemologi-
cal motivation and reassurance—as a communication from God, nature could be expected 
to be orderly and trustworthy; material study was both reliable and morally valid.37 
Ultimately, this epistemological trajectory shed its theological parentage and manifested 
itself as the will to “objectivity” grounded in lawlike nature.

What, exactly, material study might reveal was nevertheless open to question. Harrison 
contends that earlier “vertical” insights about God from nature were not supplanted but 
gradually supplemented by “horizontal” insights about nature in itself, derived from rela-
tionships between natural entities.38 The process was not smooth or unidirectional, as is 
demonstrated by the natural theological tussles of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 
centuries. This trend is related to a fourth sense of natural theology, in which the field 
constituted a flexible set of intellectual resources to infer the nature of God. John Ray’s 
Wisdom of God Manifested in the Works of Creation (1691) combined both cutting-edge 
“horizontal” findings with pious and Panglossian “vertical” ones. Joanna Collicutt and 
Alister McGrath have continued working within the fourth sense of natural theology, hop-
ing to revive its legitimacy and value for the present day.39 Their framework for doing so 
depends upon the redemption of nature and of the observer. Nature can point to God in 
virtue of its redemption through the incarnation of the Word. But not everyone can fully 
see its pointing. In order for a person to make a valid leap from nature to the transcendent, 
they must not merely observe but must have true “perception”—something like a Kantian, 
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Spirit-given discernment. Thinkers in non-Christian traditions may get a hint of the trans-
cendent from nature; however, McGrath insists, only those fully transformed in Christ can 
truly perceive it.

A century after Ray, William Paley famously wrote his Natural Theology (1802) to 
argue for the existence of God from natural observations. This, then, was a fifth, apolo-
getic incarnation of natural theology. Brooke has given a sensitive defense of this much-
derided text, arguing that Paley did not, in fact, “pretend [. . .] to give a deductive 
demonstration of God’s existence.”40 Nevertheless, apologetic versions of natural theol-
ogy have run tediously around and around these tracks for over two hundred years and 
show little sign of ever escaping their self-confirmatory bases.

In delineating the corpus of texts described by this paper as natural theological, I do 
not follow McGrath’s narrow and normative definition. I simply take the texts’ spiritual 
claims in good faith as an assertion of theological valence, which, in the light of their 
discussions of nature, can be read as natural theological. (In this, I also follow Harrison’s 
lead in claiming that natural philosophy was “always and already theological,” as 
opposed to attempting an epistemologically independent search for the theological.41) 
The corpus of worts may be situated pragmatically in a Western tradition of speaking 
about nature and “big questions,” indicating a historical continuity of genre even if pre-
cise definitions have shifted.42

There are, nevertheless, specific continuities between new and historical Western 
forms of natural theology. Senses one and two are more or less compatible with the 
recent crop of texts; they assert vigorously the value of reading nature. Sense three—an 
epistemological assurance about the insights of nature—is also arguably present in the 
new corpus, if one allows that laws may be stranger and more complex than how 
Platonically-minded and reductivist scientists might wish. We begin to see the changes 
afoot in the new natural theology when we come onto senses four and five (transcend-
ence and apologetics). McGrath’s account holds the line for an encounter with transcend-
ence via natural theology, whereas the corpus of worts finds immanent meaning in 
nature. As such, the latter not only refuses McGrath’s version of theology but also its 
ontological and epistemological twin, modern science, which aspires to transcendent 
truths (“facts”), despite the manifested limitations of the inductively knowable. 
Traditional (that is, enlightenment) natural theology presumes that there is a God who, if 
all goes well, can be known through nature (apologetics); traditional (enlightenment) 
science does the same regarding “facts” or “laws of nature.”43 Both are desperate attempts 
to leap the ditch between human knowledge and ultimate truth.
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If we are to look back in time for post-enlightenment intuitions that ditch-jumping 
is unnecessary (as the corpus of worts shows, there are many more of them outside 
Europe and North America), we might well focus on Charles Peirce. Peirce generated 
his own version of natural theology—the so-called “neglected argument”—which 
argues for the reality of God via contemplation (“musement”) on the world.44 Any 
muser, posits Peirce, will be struck by the “homogeneities and connections” between 
the three “universes” of ideas, empirical realities, and signs, and from this will come 
to hypothesize a God who, if real, is worthy of faith. (In a second step, he argues that 
the ubiquity of this experience provides further evidence of God’s reality.) Peirce’s 
final, abductive argument is that musing on God’s possible existence produces an idea 
of God which is compelling. Abduction produces not proof as such, but “a living, prac-
tical belief.”45 God is something which, if real, would justify one’s faith and is there-
fore logically worthy of commitment. To put it another way, abduction produces “the 
satisfaction which would ultimately be found if the inquiry were pushed to its ultimate 
and indefeasible issue.”46 The process of seeking satisfaction—exploring the sugges-
tion of musement via abduction—is, in Peirce’s account, amenable to all methods of 
knowledge. Galileo’s scientific insight is allied to the “divinatory power [. . .] of a 
wasp or a bird.”47

Brandon Daniel-Hughes has produced a thoughtful and affirming reading of Peirce’s 
controversial paper. Although he contends that it should not be seen as a linear, apolo-
getic argument as I have presented it here, his treatment of it as a single, woven piece 
actually strengthens the sense of Peirce as presenting a “continuum of inquiry” between 
the spiritual and scientific.48 Natural theology, Daniel-Hughes suggests, can thus “be 
reinvigorated as it sheds the timeworn task of finding faint echoes of special revelation 
in the natural world.”49 Building on this insight is fertile work for theologians. How 
exactly does this continuum of inquiry respond to and develop the insights of muse-
ment? For Peirce, it always comes down to signs. At the beginning of his neglected 
argument, Peirce declares that signs are the “universe” that connects the other two uni-
verses of idea and reality. In his musement, however, Peirce seems to waver between 
seeing connections between the universes of idea and reality (that is, a connection that 
is mediated by signs) or between all three (that is, a connection between things includ-
ing signs). Daniel-Hughes has gone on to flesh out the role of signs in religious com-
munities of inquiry, suggesting that spiritual knowledge can be counted as “a variety of 
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inhabited experimentation.”50 The nature of signs—meaning—is an exciting and devel-
oping area for integrated knowledge.

While early-modern and modern natural theologians worried “can we infer reliable 
spiritual truths from the natural world?,” the new natural theology simply assumes that 
the natural world (which includes humans) is already suffused with such meaning.51 The 
new natural theology refuses to reason upward just as it dispenses with the pretense of 
objectivity. It works, in other words, from an immersive ontology whereby the knowing 
subject is entangled with its object/s of study. This need not rule out the transcendence of 
God; it simply rules out its necessary participation in an ontotheology of dualism. 
Aquinas’ account of God is an instructive exception; for him, God is wholly transcendent 
as “the One who Is,” or “the act of being itself subsisting,” and is thus more immanent to 
creatures than they are to themselves.

What is at stake in calling these worty books and films natural theological? For some 
readers and viewers, it may release the theological arm that has been tied behind their 
back by twentieth-century secular Western culture. It may enable them to proceed from 
meaning to Meaning, to form a fully fleshed out and satisfying framework for being and 
acting in the world, such as many cultures in the world have valued. A recent podcast 
clarified this possibility for me. In it, ecologist Noah Charney is interviewed about his 
book These Trees Tell a Story, exploring the meanings that Charney reads from the land-
scape.52 On several occasions, he mentions how this practice connects with “the meaning 
of life.” Each time he does so, he gives a nervous laugh; one can almost hear the inverted 
commas around the phrase. Charney, it seems, knows that this is not “proper” scientific 
language, but only this kind of formulation seems to do justice to his life in the forest. 
Charney does not go so far as to mention God, and an invocation of “theology” to reflec-
tions on nature does not preclude atheist or nontheist forms of wortish spirituality. 
Acclaimed biologist Ursula Goodenough, for example, gives a heartfelt account of the 
meaning that she finds in nature while insisting that she has no need of God within her 
frame. She chooses, as she puts it, to “adopt no Beliefs and dwell in mystery.”53 A theo-
logian or a philosopher might, however, question what Goodenough means by belief. 
The Peircian notion of belief as being “deliberately and thoroughly prepared to shape 
one’s conduct into conformity with a proposition”54 suggests more space for maneuver 
than Goodenough realizes—productive space for theologians, just as Daniel-Hughes 
proposes.
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The sense of an ending: a new teleology

Most scholarship on Aquinas and animals focuses on the ethical imperatives that arise 
from it.55 Eco-theological scholars are beginning to widen their lens, however, to con-
sider what he has to say about nonhuman animals in themselves, and in philosophical 
dialog with humanity.56 Aquinas is by no means an eco-theologian, but nor are his valu-
able nonmodern views of nature a simple matter of subject-object (human-animal) rela-
tions within nature. Animals, by virtue of their absence of rationality, are not in God’s 
image but nonetheless carry a “trace” of God.57 The multifariousness of species is central 
to their purpose, too: “For goodness, which in God is simple and uniform, in creatures is 
manifold and divided and hence the whole universe together participates [in] the divine 
goodness more perfectly, and represents it better than any single creature whatever.”58 
Thus although Aquinas permits the killing of individual animals, there is reason to 
believe that he would have looked extremely dimly upon ecocide. Ecocide threatens to 
efface the collected and patterned set of God’s traces.

Aquinas has some thoughts on meaning-making between humans and other created 
species, holding open the possibility for meaningful communication between species 
that is impenetrable to human cognition. The prompt for this reflection, just as it is so 
often for the new natural theologians, is plants. Aquinas is troubled that plants form a 
curse for humanity in Genesis 3:17. If plants are a curse, how can they be good, as God 
judged everything to be at the completion of creation? Aquinas’ answer concerns mean-
ing. These troublesome worts have accursedness conferred as an additional meaning 
(cursing) that speaks to humans only, leaving open the sense that plants and animals may 
share significances and “speak” meanings among themselves—the thistle’s call to the 
bee, for example.59 Aquinas deals with a similar problem concerning animals: Surely 
God did not make creatures injurious to humans on the sixth day? In response, Aquinas 
quotes an analogy from Augustine about how tools in a workshop can be dangerous in 
the wrong hands. Humans have, post-fall, lost the meaning and understanding of these 
creatures in and of their created order.60 The implication is that there was and is a natural 
system of meaning that does not depend upon humans for its semiotic anchor.

Aquinas also grants animals the power of meaning-making, a mental activity that 
combines perception and memory. This moves us from the possibility of animals’ mean-
ing-making to a definite statement that it occurs. “Now we must observe that for the life 
of a perfect animal, the animal should apprehend a thing not only at the actual time of 
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sensation, but also when it is absent.”61 The deer knows the wolf even when it cannot see 
one. It is not quite clear whether Aquinas means the absence of the thing or the absence 
of the sensation. He could mean that the scent of a wolf signals “predator” to a deer even 
when the wolf is absent; or even more radically that the deer remembers “wolf” in the 
absence of even its scent and, as a result, does not, say, leave its young exposed (a 
stronger claim that that the deer simply has an instinct not to leave the young exposed). 
Either way, this is a generous account of meaning-making in animals.62

Kohn’s descriptions of animal meaning-making could almost read as an elaboration 
of Aquinas’ brief sketch. In a pivotal passage, Kohn writes of a wooly monkey who 
comes to apprehend the presence of another through perception and memory of certain 
sounds: “The thundering crash [of a falling branch] would iconically call to mind past 
experiences of similar crashes [ . . . and] their co-occurrence with something danger-
ous—say, a branch breaking or a predator approaching. [. . . T]his association is some-
thing more than a likeness. It impels the monkey to ‘guess’ that the crash must be linked 
to something other than itself.”63 Kohn’s reference to iconic signification reflects, of 
course, his own, acknowledged debt to Peirce, especially Peirce’s critique of mind/mat-
ter dualism.64 In turn, Peirce pointed back to the scholastics.65

For the purposes of this paper, the most interesting aspect of Aquinas’ philosophy is 
what happens when we read through his teleology in relation to nonhumans. As is well-
known, Aquinas’ philosophy of perfection consistently highlights the purpose or end 
(telos) of creation.66 When applied to nonhumans, this teleological existence is described 
as participation in and representation of “the divine goodness.”67 What this means is 
disarmingly, perhaps deceptively, simple. A perfect animal is an animal that fulfills its 
purpose in God—to continue to be a living animal: “Creatures [. . .] acquire their last 
end, in so far as they share in the Divine likeness, inasmuch as they are, or live.”68 Thus, 
in fulfillment of that purpose, Aquinas writes that there is a natural law—“which nature 
has taught to all animals”—according to which every creature “seeks the preservation of 
its own being, according to its nature.”69 It seems a plausible step to extend the preserva-
tion of an animal’s own being beyond survival to include reproduction.

Like Kohn, Aquinas keeps individual creatures very much at the forefront of his 
account. A good puma, for Aquinas, is one that is able to realize itself as a successful 
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instance of being a puma: something which depends also on the environmental condi-
tions of realizing what it takes to be a puma. Despite Aquinas’ tendency toward the spe-
cific, his inclusion of environmental conditions—other species—means that we get to 
move toward life as a realization of interwoven and interdependent teleologies. The 
shared center, meaning, and purpose of nonhuman beings are the drive for life.

Aquinas’ treatment of life as telos is strikingly echoed by Kohn. In order to come to 
this point, however, Kohn has to throw off several hundred years’ worth of intervening 
animal-philosophy and science antithetical to Aquinas.70 Descartes, so the generally 
accepted story goes, established a conception of animals as unaware machines, and this 
assumption continued to underpin zoological science until at least the late twentieth 
century.71 Neo-Darwinian evolutionary theory accounted for animal behavior as 
instincts affirmed by natural selection, not consciously deployed.

Kohn’s ability to sidestep this powerful paradigm is afforded by his disciplinary posi-
tioning in anthropology. Anthropologists have been at the forefront of breaking down the 
nature/culture, subject/object divide inherent in modern science. In its place, Eduardo 
Viveiros De Castro offers a framework for a “multinaturalism” in which “the world is 
inhabited by different sorts of subjects or persons, human and nonhuman, which appre-
hend reality from distinct points of view.”72 Although this might sound like the relativism 
which McGrath seeks to evade in his move to “critical realism,” it is nothing of the sort. 
The personhood of subjectivity (or spirit) is prior, and nature actually takes on a variety 
of particularities in relation to it.

Kohn’s elaboration of multinaturalism, the predator/prey relationship, helps to make 
sense of an indigenous paradigm which is otherwise incommensurable with a European-
based ontology. The same being can be either a predator or a prey depending on the 
moment and its location within the relational web of the forest—that is, it can take on and 
apprehend a variety of particularities dependent on context. Kohn’s book—an anthropol-
ogy of the Runa of Ecuador’s Upper Amazon—opens with a warning that he was given 
always to sleep face-up, lest a jaguar, seeing no eyes looking back at it, mistake him for 
meat. From this (non)encounter unfurls a whole series of realities constituted by rela-
tional meanings.

The warning about jaguars not only introduces Kohn to his own multinatural existence 
but also highlights dramatically that his telos is to stay alive. In his chapter “the living 
future,” Kohn thinks further with his human and nonhuman informants about “the problem 
of survival.”73 Survival can be glossed as “how to go about inhabiting a future,”74 which 
returns us to the wooly monkey. In making meaning, she was constructing futures in which 
she did or did not jump; only in the latter would she survive. Meaning-making, considered 
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within the framework of life, or survival, is necessarily teleological. Kohn’s title, How 
Forests Think, highlights how this process of meaning-making is distributed across a whole 
ecosystem of humans, nonhuman animals, and plants. Features of meaning-making that are 
often reserved to humans—dreams, imagination, the capacity to see otherwise—are widely 
distributed within it. (Dogs, especially, are dreamers.) The power of generalization is pre-
sented not as an ability to remember but imaginatively and selectively to forget—the crea-
tion of not-ness.75 Spirits of past and future are among the multinatural beings produced 
within the ecosystem. There is a great deal here for the theologian to work with.

A Neo-Darwinian biologist might be tempted to try and reduce Kohn’s claims about 
nonhuman thoughts to a reductivist evolutionary account. Such scientists rigorously 
cleared their evolutionary accounts of any species’ intention to survive and improve (the 
individual intentions rebutted by Descartes and his heirs). There is, they argued, no pur-
posive directionality or progress in evolution’s paths. Species do not become “better 
adapted” in any intentional sense; they simply lose members that are ill-adapted. In this 
philosophical light, only humans could be said to desire or attempt meaning-making and, 
in similar fashion, to attempt self-perpetuation. And so the Neo-Darwinian might say to 
Kohn: fine, everything has perceptual relations that determine survival or death (camou-
flage, quick reactions . . .). But where’s the meaning? Why not just call these signals, 
without presuming a conscious interpreter, a subject?

Without dismissing natural selection, Kohn insists that life has special properties. 
“[T]houghts are alive and [. . .] that which lives thinks.”76 What makes them alive is 
that they pivot, like the wooly monkey’s leap, around the Thomist purpose of the pres-
ervation of future-being. That is what being alive is: something on which Neo-
Darwinians and new natural theologians can agree. Kohn does not simply rebut the 
denial of animal meaning and intention. Instead, he makes meaning integral to natural 
life and its systems. Selfhood, and awareness, are products of participation in the net-
work of meaning, not something that stands ontologically apart from and before it. 
Kohn’s is not a forest full of selves constructing and using meanings, but a forest of 
meanings out of which emerge selves. Following Judith Butler, he treats selfhood as 
emergent; it can be constituted as powerful or as prey depending on its relations. As 
such a self, it filters and processes further data, enhancing or changing those relations 
and, in turn, its selfhood: “the world beyond the human is not a meaningless one made 
meaningful by humans. Rather, mean-ings [sic]—means-ends relations, strivings, pur-
poses, telos, intentions, functions and significance—emerge in a world of living 
thoughts beyond the human in ways that are not fully exhausted by our all-too-human 
attempts to define and control these.”77

In order to survive, Kohn’s informants must successfully juggle the meanings of 
white businessmen, hungry pumas, crashing palm branches, and snoring dogs; of dreams, 
spirits, and forgetting. Through them, Kohn offers a rehabilitation of teleology as the 
very definition of life and of subjecthood that emerges through the web of meanings that 
facilitate the pursuit of that telos. Would Aquinas agree? Perhaps he would. Certainly, we 
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may read Kohn’s work as the academic backdrop to the crop of popular new natural 
theology and its less academically couched, but intuitively appealing, breakdown 
between subject and object.

What might seem like an abstruse academic argument about subjecthood and object-
hood, life and teleology, changes abruptly when we consider its context. During the 
twentieth century, teleology was a despised narrative in biology.78 Animals did not desire 
or attempt to evolve into certain forms; they (or their genetic puppet-masters) simply 
succeeded, or did not, in perpetuating themselves. Death sieved the sheep from the goats, 
pushing genetic sub-communities toward speciation or off the cliff of existence. Yet 
death remained only notional for humanity as a whole, pushed to the margins of the 
speakable even for self-evidently mortal individuals. Medicine lengthened the lives of 
the wealthy, and the dying were hidden away in hospitals. An encounter with a dead 
person became a rarity. The “good death” of the middle ages—contemplated in advance 
and during the process itself—became unthinkable.

Today, however, death fills the windscreen of our collective vision, just as it does for 
the Runa. Aquinas’ conclusion, that the purpose or meaning of living creatures is to live, 
acquires fresh significance during the sixth mass extinction. In 2017, the Scripps Institute 
put the chances of human extinction by 2100 at 5%.79 Although the date may be specula-
tive, the odds of this event occurring within historical (rather than geological) time have 
shortened since then. Death is no longer something that pertains to—indeed, biologically 
defines—nonhuman animals, but something that unites them with human animals. We 
are at risk along with the rest of the biosphere. Indeed, we may be more at risk than, say, 
cockroaches and tardigrades (another organism of recent popular interest). This growing 
perception of ecological threat flattens our sense of human superiority. The distinction 
between humans as a knowing subject—whether scientist or natural theologian—and the 
biosphere as the object wears tissue-thin. We are waking up to the brutal awareness that 
talking about nature is talking about self.

The realization of extinction explains why both academic anthropology and the new 
natural theology of popular publishing are converging on the same insights. Professional 
scientist Simard credits the wort with the powers of imparting wisdom, writing, “This is 
not a book about how we can save the trees. This is a book about how the trees might 
save us.”80 Her reference to “saving” indicates one major reason why science writers are 
shifting away from the supposed objectivity of science, and why these books are finding 
an eager audience. Accepting the fragility of human life and the uncertainty of its earthly 
continuance has provoked a questioning of scientistic values as the highest expression of 
humanity, and an appetite for inter-species learning as an alternative. In one moving 
online video, Kimmerer speaks of what we can learn from mosses in their geological 
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longevity—to live simply and humbly, limiting one’s demands upon the biosphere.81 The 
context for the model of learning-from-nature is nothing short of climatic and ecological 
collapse.

A comparison is sometimes made between ecological collapse and the cold war threat 
of nuclear catastrophe. Why did that not also provoke such a wide-ranging and para-
digm-changing response? To answer this question would require a paper in its own right, 
and it is probably true that some of the Western intellectual resources for facing climate 
catastrophe have their roots in cold war counterculture.82 But there are also key differ-
ences. Nuclear war was an all-or-nothing threat, something that would either happen or 
not happen. It could be actively resisted; it could be definitely averted. Climate break-
down and extinction are harder to measure, more irresistible: a cancer, not a gun to the 
head. Because human agency could turn off as well as turn on atomic technology, the 
nuclear crisis did not challenge human subjecthood—if anything, it elevated it. There is 
a profound difference between that and the collapse of what was taken for granted via the 
self-destruction of climate tipping points.

Knowing theoretically about extinction and being able to live with that knowledge 
inside oneself are two different things. If we really understand it, it threatens to over-
whelm and obliterate us. What is the meaning in living, when everything is dying?83 
Studies of climate scientists show that they often struggle with intense psychological 
anguish.84 Ryan Hediger has characterized this anguish a form of homesickness for lost 
lifescapes.85 A much-loved field becomes a housing estate. A river is polluted beyond 
recognition. The jungle of our childhood’s picture books is long gone. In an era of natural 
despoliation, alienation occurs not in spatial distancing from home but by the experience 
of its destruction. Glenn Albrecht has coined the term “solastalgia” for this time-based 
form of homesickness.86

In response to these feelings, the new natural theology offers its readers the worts that, 
in speaking, become familiar. Worts are an embodiment of Novalis’ consoling philoso-
phy, a salve for the “urge to be at home everywhere.” The places where we encounter 
them become home once more, spaces in which we and they are organisms fulfilling the 
Thomist telos. They knit us back into the web. They speak their meanings, making the 
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cosmos legible along with one’s place within it. Simply in speaking, they create mean-
ing. They whisper: may you be at home.

Conclusion

The recent harvest of texts on worts—trees, fungi, lichens, and so on—may be consid-
ered as a kind of new natural theology. Many readers and viewers are open to overtly 
spiritual accounts of the meanings implicit in their scientific findings. On a simple and 
intuitive level, the corpus continues the work of natural theology in asking about the 
meaning of nature. Meaning here appears in both its technical sense of semiosis and in 
the everyday philosophical sense of purpose or the “big questions” (the “meaning of 
life”). In fact, the oeuvre’s special accomplishment is to show that meaning in the sec-
ond, bigger sense, is satisfied by meaning in the first sense. To be alive is to be woven 
into the web of interspecies signification.

I have argued that the popular new natural theology shares this insight with contem-
porary anthropology. Eduardo Kohn, in particular, articulates a version of meaning-mak-
ing that can function as a philosophical rooting of more popular accounts. Specific and 
abstract modes of human meaning-making do not render obsolete the kind that is shared 
with all other species; in fact, it is needed more than ever.

Kohn’s account—or the accounts of his forest informants—is especially interesting in 
the way that it revives Aquinas’ focus on teleology, something that was written out of 
natural theology as it attempted to conform itself with science. There is certainly scope 
here for further exploration of Thomist teaching. For writers and readers of popular natu-
ral theology, the reintroduction of purpose as inherent to life has been made possible by 
the brutal realization of imminent death for Homo sapiens. A natural thing that applied to 
the animal “other” now applies to human animals too. It turns out that humans’ goal is to 
seek life in the same way as do pumas and woodlice, or as did dodos and wooly mam-
moths. Death, which was an object in evolutionary accounts (the motor of natural selec-
tion), has become a condition of the subject, of the scientist along with all other humans.

Correlatively, the life-telos, which was denied scientific status among nonhuman ani-
mals, once again becomes thinkable. The denial of the life-telos in nonhuman animals 
was part and parcel of the reservation of subjecthood for the human investigator alone. A 
creature that yearns to live must be regarded as a thinking subject; without it, it can be 
reduced to scientific or theological object. In the face of the present crisis, mass extinc-
tion flattens out the experience of humans and other animals. Life with purpose, or the 
will to live, is no longer denied to the animal “other,” for it is no longer other in this 
respect.

The recent corpus of new natural history responds to both aspects of subject/object 
disruption presented by mass extinction. Its books and films are, on the one hand, public 
presentations of science that shun the pretense of objectivity or the view from nowhere, 
and on the other, they grant interlocutory powers to their nonhuman subjects, the worts. 
In short, they constitute an immersive ontology that rejects the subject-object relation-
ship central to traditional modern science as well as traditional natural theology. In 
rejecting this dualism, they may again be considered as a new form of natural theology. 
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Now that we are faced with the same fate as our former scientific objects, we need to 
know what the worts are telling us in order to live.

All worts—taken figuratively as any and all beings springing forth in the world—
bring words, or meaning. The worts are nature giving meaning unto itself, in which 
humans are included—but for which they do not form the semiotic anchor. The worts do 
not speak a naive argument for the availability of pre-lapsarian knowledge but offer 
responsible and responsory knowledge made in the shadow of extinction, under which 
teleology is reclaimed as an urgent pivot-point for meaning—perhaps, even, blessing.
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